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- What did you do last night?

- I ………………….. a movie on TV.

had been watching was watching

watched had watched

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I hadn’t ………………… seen snow before I moved to Canada last year.

ever never always seldom

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend …………………… her apartment.

is not liking doesn’t like will not liking can’t like

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How long have you been …………………. that?

doing done _ did

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When I turned the switch, the car ……………… .

would start has started started was starting

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Right now Sally is in the kitchen …………………. breakfast.

is eating eating eats doesn’t eat

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The class consists of students who ………………….. to learn English.

are wanting want will be wanting will want

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I usually take 4 courses, but this semester I …………………… five courses.

am taking was talking took take

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Please be quite. I ………………. to concentrate.

was trying will try am trying try

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Aunt Sara is looking through an old picture album. She …………………. the wonderful days of her

childhood.

is remembering remembers

was remembering remembered

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

- There is something different about Tom today.

- What do you mean?

- He’s being so ………………. today.

healthy tall quiet appearing

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As a rule, I …………………. until 6 o’clock in the morning.

 asleep sleep am sleeping was sleeping

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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She ……………………. always careful when she does a chemistry experiment.

 

is was is being was being

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ………………… to be daydreaming, but perhaps he is thinking hard about his problems.

is seeming seems was seeming seemed

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The student ………………….. from her seat and walked to the front of the auditorium to receive her

diploma.

lay rose raised lied

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Yesterday, I …………….. to go to the zoo because it was raining.

wouldn’t want was wanting didn’t want wanted

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was my first day of class. I ……………….. the right room.

finally found found finally

was finally finding finally was finding

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

- How …………………… your arm?

- I slipped on the ice when I was crossing.

were you breaking did you break

are you breaking do you break

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

While I ………………… the net yesterday, I found a really interesting website.

was searching searched sought didn’t search

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The science of medicine ………………….. a great deal in the 19th century.

has advanced have been advanced

advanced was advancing

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The telephone has …………………. four times in the last hour, and each time it has been for my office

mate.

been ringing rung rang ring

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I was late. The teacher ………………… given a quiz when I went to class.

already had had already already was was already

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Peter is going to leave in half an hour. He is going to finish all of his work before he ………………… .

shall leave is going to leave 

leaves will leave

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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 - Where are you going to be this evening?  

 - I ……………….. at the library on my research paper.

have been working am going to work

have worked am working

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

We washed the dishes and cleaned up the kitchen after our guests ………………. .

were left left had left were leaving

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tomorrow, after he …………………… dinner, John is going to go to a movie.

is going to eat eats will eat has eaten

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Jane has gotten three promotions in the last six months, ………………….. she started her job six

months ago.

since before when while

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

………………… the singer finished her song, the audience immediately burst into applause.

Immediately before As  far as

As long as Immediately after

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Tony ……………… to have children until his little daughter was born.

hasn’t wanted didn’t want wasn’t wanting doesn’t want

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The next time Paul ……………….. to New York, he will visit the Metropolitan Museum’s famous

collection of international musical instruments.

will fly flies has flown will have flown

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Alex, do you know where Ms. Rogers is? I ……………….. for her for the past hour.

haven’t looked have been looking

have looked would be looking

31-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In recent years, scientists ………………….. many extremely sensitive instruments.

develop developed

have been developed have developed

32-

1. 2.

3. 4.

………………….. having the responsibilities for taking care of pets good for young children?

  

Is Are Were Been

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

…………………… any of you know the answer to that question?

Has Does Do Have

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Every year more people are dying of …………………. that resist every drug doctors try.

antibiotic infections infection antibiotics

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She has promised ……………….. to do better work in the future.

himself herself themselves myself

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

- How often do you travel to Portland?

- Every …………………. month. I go there to visit my grandmother in a nursing home.- 

other others another the other

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person ……………………… become rich and famous in order to live a successful life.

must doesn’t have to

mustn’t shouldn’t have to

38-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Let’s be really quiet when we go into the baby’s room. The baby ……………….., and we don’t want

to wake her up.

might have been sleeping might sleep

should sleep should have been sleeping

39-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I ………………. very shy. Whenever a stranger came to our house, I would hide in a closet.

would have been used to be

could have been used being

40-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I don’t feel like going to the library to study this afternoon I ………………… go to the shopping mall

than to the library.

‘d rather used to would could

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Last week I ………………… offered a job at a local bank, but I didn’t accept it.

will be was had being have being

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The store was crowded ……………….. last-minute shoppers on the eve of the holiday.

in with by for

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My brother ................ our father, but I resemble my mother.

looks like looking like looks liking is looking liking

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Frank asked me an ……………….. question and I answered it …………………. .

easy \ easily easily \ easy quiet \ quietly quietly \ quiet

45-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Elizabeth is a dentist, ………………. she?

doesn’t isn’t weren’t wasn’t

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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It is important to be polite ………………….. other people.

with for toward at

47-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I wish I ……………….. come here last year.

wasn’t didn’t hadn’t haven’t

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When the …………………… student could not figure out the answer to the ………………. problem, she

demanded that I give her the correct answer.

puzzling \ puzzled puzzled \ puzzling

inviting \ invited invited \ inviting

49-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Now, several months after my arrival in the United States, I …………….. able to understand not only

some English but also something about different cultures.

had been have been am will be

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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